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INTRODUCTION
The future ESA Space Surveillance System will incorporate a set of sensors to catalogue debris in LEO, MEO, and
GEO. These different orbit regions require different sensor capabilities and observation strategies. Traditionally LEO
objects have been tracked using radar systems that, although expensive, are quite reliable and accurate; GEO objects
have been tracked using telescopes. The MEO region brings its own difficulties, however, and until now few campaigns
have focussed on it owing to the sparseness of the known population (in contrast to the GEO population) and the big
volume it occupies.
Under an ESA contract carried out by GMV and Space Insight a first MEO observational campaign has been carried out
with two different telescopes, ESA's OGS and a Starbrook surveying sensor. Apart from routine operations with each
sensor, a hand-off mechanism was also tested which used the observations gathered by a Starbrook (in survey mode) to
schedule follow-up observations with the OGS the following night. Using observations from both sensors, orbits can be
determined with sufficient accuracy for catalogue maintenance and re-acquisition one month later. This procedure has
been tested successfully several times and, for ESA, is the first proof of this concept with MEOs.
THE KNOWN MEO POPULATION
The current MEO population in the US SSN catalogue is dominated by the US GPS constellation (with 2 revs per day
orbits at 55º inclination) and the Russian Glonass constellation (with 2.1 revs per day orbits at 65º inclination). For this
study, ESA defined the MEO population of interest to be from 1.5 to 2.5 revs per day, with eccentricities less than 0.16,
and with inclinations in the range 55º to 67º. This broad-scope population specification substantially increases the range
of angular velocities over which objects may be seen (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Right ascension and declination rate distribution for ESA’s hypothetical MEO population

THE SENSORS
The sensors used for this study were ESA’s Optical Ground Station (OGS) at the Teide Observatory in Tenerife and
Space Insight’s Starbrook sensors on a UK retained site in Cyprus.
The OGS is a 1 m aperture reflector telescope (Fig. 2) with a 0.7º field of view and a 16 megapixel CCD located at a
corrected prime focus. For this work, the detector was binned 2x2 to give 1.4 arcsec pixels and a 30 s image cycle time.

Fig. 2 The ESA OGS at Izaña, with the Teide volcano in the background
The early observations for this study were carried out using a Starbrook refractor sensor with a 10 cm aperture, a 10ºx7º
field of view, and a 10 megapixel CCD. The electro-optics were binned 2x2 to give ~18 arcsec pixels and a 20 s image
cycle time. Later, the optics were replaced with a 15 cm aperture system which gives a 5ºx3.5º field of view and 9
arcsec pixels. A second sensor is co-located (Fig. 3) which has a 15 cm aperture, a 3.5ºx3.5º field of view, 12 arcsec
pixels, and a 10 s image cycle time.

Fig. 3 The twin domes of the co-located Starbrook sensors
SURVEY AND TRACKING STRATEGIES
Analysis of the signal budget for the two types of sensor was carried out to determine their abilities to detect MEOs and
to assist in the choice of pointing and tracking strategies.
For the OGS, the sensor’s large aperture allows it to detect objects down to ~1 m while in sidereal tracking mode.
However, because of the 0.7º field of view, at any survey position only two detections can be expected as the MEO
moves through the field of view. Hence, this sensor was mainly used for follow-up tracking, for which it used openloop tracking on the object during exposures and (owing to image processing issues) always returned to the same
sidereal area for subsequent exposures. For follow-up when an orbit was available, the maximum object position
uncertainty (that is, error in the propagated orbit) was limited to 0.15º because of telescope pointing errors.
For the Starbrook with the 10 cm aperture optics, the signal budget indicated the need for the sensor to open-loop track
(Fig. 4) during surveys (a requirement which was removed when the 15 cm aperture optics were installed). For surveys,
the sensor was pointed to the celestial location of the ascending node chosen for survey to establish a fence through
which objects passed. With Starbrook’s large field of view this strategy allowed many degrees of ascending node to be
covered, as well as providing up to 40 detections over a period of ~10 minutes. Using the fence detections, a
preliminary orbit could be determined which was accurate enough for hand-off to the companion sensor which then
observed the object to acquire follow-up observations over a period of about an hour. Using both fence and follow-up

observations enabled the determination of an orbit which was sufficiently accurate (given the large field of view) to
allow re-acquisition by Starbrook on subsequent nights.

Fig. 4 Example images taken of a MEO object using static and open-loop tracking
OGS CAMPAIGNS
Early in the study (July 2009 to Feb 2010), the OGS was used to attempt MEO surveys. The OGS Planning Tool was
used to generate an observing schedule based on MEOs in the US SSN catalogue. The sensor would then take a set of
20 to 30 images in which, for just two images, the object would be present. The OGS Processing Tool (which was
developed for GEO surveys) could not be used for automatic identification of MEOs but could perform the astrometry
needed to obtain celestial co-ordinate fixes from the observations. Identification of the object from the very short arc of
the observation pair was challenging. So from Feb 2010 the focus of the campaigns changed to tracking objects which
were predicted to be visible on several nights of the campaign, especially if a hand-off orbit was able to be computed
from Starbrook observations.
STARBROOK CAMPAIGNS
For all the campaigns, Starbrook was used to create an ascending-node fence and hence to carry out a survey specified
by the node range in right ascension. In a typical campaign Starbrook detected ~90% of US SSN catalogue objects
predicted to transit through the fence. The principal cause of detection failure was object tumbling which causes the
object’s brightness to vary with time and thus to be missed by the track formation algorithm. Being able to re-acquire
objects on multiple nights is crucial for accurate orbit determination and Starbrook detected ~92% of detected objects
on more than one night and 77% on more than three nights.
An important capability for the study was the ability of one Starbrook sensor to hand-off to its companion sensor. This
capability enabled a leak-proof fence to be maintained by one sensor while the other sensor gathered follow-up
observations. The hand-off process causes an interrupt in the normal scheduling of the companion sensor so when no
hand-offs were required the companion sensor was still able to be used for other observing programmes.
PRELIMINARY ORBIT DETERMINATION
Real observations have been used to simulate the maintenance of a catalogue of MEO objects without relying on
external information. As each of the observation campaigns was carried out around a new Moon, the accuracy of the
estimated orbit has to be sufficient to re-acquire the object with a small field of view one month later. An additional
problem of orbit visibility affects GNSS satellites as they have near half-day periods, so usually objects are being
observed every night in roughly the same part of their orbit.
Orbit determination was carried out using three different time-spans of data: fence crossing (a few minutes), fence
crossing plus follow-up (about an hour), and multi-night observations. Using only the fence crossing observation
defines the orbit plane to ~0.1º and the semi-major axis to ~100 km. The semi-major axis error is typically reduced to
~30 km when follow-up observations were included in the orbit determination. When follow-up observations are
included, the expected error is less than 5 km and the ~30 km error realised is due to the observation arc sampling a
small segment of an elliptical orbit (many MEOs have eccentricities in the 0.001 to 0.002 range).

ORBIT DETERMINATION WITH NAPEOS
NAPEOS (Navigation Package for Earth Orbiting Satellites) is operational ESA software used extensively in Europe
for spacecraft flight dynamics and orbit determination. NAPEOS implements state-of-the-art and complete force models
for orbit propagation, comprehensive measurement reconstruction patterns, and detailed measurement correction
models. High-precision generic orbit determination algorithms are included in the system for both batch (weighted
Bayesian least-squares with or without a priori information) and sequential processing (SRIF).
NAPEOS was used to generate orbits from campaign observations. The accuracy of the orbits is affected by the overall
RMS scatter of the observations and the maximum difference between the determined orbit and the International GNSS
Service orbit (during the whole propagation period) indicates the feasibility of catalogue maintenance based on
determined orbit.
IGS ORBIT COMPARISON
The orbits derived from campaign observations were compared with the precision IGS orbits available for operational
GNSS objects. This analysis was done to validate the quality of the data and to assess the accuracy of the results.
For assessing the quality of the observations from a single sensor, NAPEOS used the IGS orbit for initialisation
(Fig. 5); the result is not be conditioned by the a priori orbit because it is just used to initialise the process. Once the
process converges, it does to the same solution, no matter the initial orbit used.
Comparisons were carried out using observations from just the OGS (Fig. 6), just Starbrook (Fig. 7), and from both the
OGS and Starbrook (Fig. 8, 9).

Fig. 5 Schematic of the OGS vs. IGS comparison process

Fig. 6 Comparison position errors of OGS-derived and IGS orbits (note log y scale)

Fig. 7 Comparison position errors (for 10 objects) of Starbrook-derived and IGS orbits

Fig. 8 Schematic of the Starbrook+OGS vs. IGS comparison process

Fig. 9 Two OGS+Starbrook orbits compared with IGS orbits over a 40 day propagation window

SUMMARY
This study has shown that it is possible to detect MEO objects using ESA's OGS (large aperture, small field of view)
and the Starbrook sensors (small aperture, wide field of view).
Although the study team intended to use the OGS for surveys and follow-ups, the 0.7º field of view and the OGS’s
Processing Tool proved unsuitable for surveys, so the primary OGS task was changed to be follow-ups for catalogue
maintenance. The configuration of the OGS Processing Tool was successfully changed to allow image processing
although it needed a post-processing step, the orbit determination, to correlate objects between different images and
between nights.
A Starbrook was devoted to surveying. The ability of Starbrooks to detect MEO objects is in part as a result of their
large pixels which give a MEO object’s image a longer time in a pixel than in the small pixels of the OGS; the longer
time-in-pixel compensates to some degree for the smaller signal collected by Starbrook's much smaller aperture.
A single transit of a MEO object through a Starbrook’s field of view is sufficient to determine an initial orbit that can be
used to hand-off to its companion sensor. Where multiple-night observations are available from Starbrook, an orbit can
be computed which is accurate enough to schedule the OGS on the next night.
NAPEOS has been used successfully to carry out orbit determination using the right ascension/declination
measurements from both OGS and Starbrook sensors.
It has been shown that it is possible to maintain a catalogue of MEO objects by observing them and determining orbits
during a limited period of time and then re-observing again in the next campaign, one month later. Where a minimum of
three nights’ observations are available from both Starbrook and the OGS, an orbit can be computed which is accurate
(to within 30 km, as judged against a precision IGS orbit) over a propagation period of one month.
For the MEO regime, this study’s demonstration of detection, short- and long-term follow-up is a European first and an
important path-finder for future operational capability in catalogue maintenance.
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